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As with most
love affairs, my
relationship with
Switzerland is...
complicated. While I adore the country, it evokes conflicting
memories — glorious, yet unresolved. Nevertheless, with a trip
to the Alps in the offing, I was determined to find the three
Swiss men who had inspired my abiding love for their country.
Even though we’d lost contact, I’ve never forgotten Hans
and Jürg, the thick-as-thieves friends who talked me off a
train en route to Italy more than 30 years ago, and Markus,
the mountain guide who swept me off my feet 10 years later.
Before I could track down my muses, however, I had a little business to sort out on the home front. My husband
knows I lived in Interlaken for a period of time many years
ago, but I’ve never been very forthcoming with the details.
So one evening, I ventured, “Did I ever tell you how I came
to be so passionate about Switzerland?” A couple of cocktails
and a long conversation later, he nodded knowingly and offered a Yoda-like response: “Some journeys take a long time
to complete.”

I figured in the era of Facebook it would be easy
to make contact with my old friends. Wrong.

Although I couldn’t find a Jürg Haueter, Facebook produced a dozen Hans Burkhalters. I enlisted the help of an
expat who broke the news that my friend’s name was the
Swiss equivalent of John Smith. She suggested consulting an
online phone book, but I had no idea where the two men
might be living.
“Why don’t you try the town where you met them?”
Amazingly, both were listed in Münsingen, with one of
three people named Hans described as a Lehrer or “teach-

er.” I suddenly remembered
that had been his profession.
It took a week before I dialed him and left my name
and number. Several days
passed. I was growing increasingly impatient and
decided to try again around
10 p.m. overseas.
“Hans Burkhalter.”
“Hello. Do you speak
English?”
“Jill! Jill, is that you?”
“Hans, oh my god, Hans.”
My adrenalin was pumping. I had found the longhaired free spirit who, with
his pal, had introduced me
to the Alps, to Birchermüesli, to rösti, to the spontaneity
of getting in a car and going
where your heart desires.
He explained that he’d
just returned from vacation
and was thrilled to hear my
voice. Jürg was away but
would be back soon. We bantered for more than an hour,
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about two minutes for every
year we hadn’t communicated. With each second I
felt younger, more connected to the world; even my
brain seemed sharper. We
cracked jokes until laughter
transported us back to the
exuberant times we’d
shared decades earlier.
Plans were laid to rendezvous in Münsingen on a Saturday. Hans would tell Jürg.
The wheels were in motion.

Locating Markus on
Facebook was easy,

but that made things difficult in other ways.
I’d chanced upon him
20 winters ago while touring the Swiss Alps, staying
in romantic huts, eating
fondue and schussing on
powdery trails. It was a fullblown Heidi romance.
Markus followed me back
to Canada because he had a

question: “How can you live
here when it’s the mountains you love? Return with
me.” I didn’t and never contacted him again. Life is
sometimes like that when
you’re young.
It was many soul-searching days before I found the
courage to send a friend request. Flooding back were
memories of a parting that
was less than amicable, recollections of a person I no
longer was. I was afraid he
wouldn’t respond, but within minutes of watching the
missive depart, Markus had
accepted. After a few cryptic notes back and forth, I
asked if I could call to firm
up the details of our reunion. His phone rang repeatedly, and as I was
preparing to leave my rehearsed message, I heard,
“Koch.” I started shaking.
“It’s Jill!”
“Jill. Wow.”
“Are you in the midst of
pulling an Australian out of
a crevasse?”
“Today, it was an American.” We had a good chuckle
and my trembling stopped.
I learned he’d become a
helicopter pilot: “Oh Jill,
that’s ancient history.” He
told me about his house in
Zermatt that he now rents
out since he lives close to
the mountain rescue base
where he works. He suggested I stay at a nearby hotel in Altdorf.
“It’s where William Tell
shot the apple off his son’s
head and Switzerland was
born, so it’s perfect for you,”
he enthused, adding that his
girlfriend, Flavia, would
join us for dinner. When I
quipped I’d need a tall glass
of wine, he asked, “Do you
remember the schnapps
they gave us in the huts?”

“Yes. And I’m sure they
put something in it.” I was
going to say love potion but
thought better of it.

Arriving at Jürg’s
house, I felt like a
nervous teenager

on a date. I gazed around.
He lived on the outskirts of
Münsingen surrounded by
verdant hills. As the sun
splintered through the
clouds, I took a deep breath
and rang the bell. Thousand
and one, two, three, four...
the door opened and I
stared at the man holding it.
I couldn’t tell if he was
Hans or Jürg. I did not recognize him. I scanned my
memory with lightning
speed. Nothing.
“Jill.”
Then it came to me. The
voice was unmistakable.
“Jürg.”
He gave me an enormous
hug, full of the strength I
remembered. Someone
peered over Jürg’s shoulder. Hans. But where was
his long, curly hair? His
sleek stature?
I ventured, “Hans...?”
“Jill!”
More hugs ensued. We
trundled upstairs to an
outdoor terrace where
they had prepared a glorious mid-afternoon feast
of cold cuts, cheeses, fresh
breads, and pickles. Jürg
pointed to my place at
the table where a box
decorated with a watercolour of Münsingen was
wrapped with a yellow
gossamer ribbon.
“Chocolates for you.”
Perfectly chilled rosé
emerged as we started
quizzing one another. It
was awkward at first. They
had altered dramatically.
Gone were the strapping,

“I’ll never forget skiing down the trails
with huge knapsacks. One time you sped by me.
A group from the Swiss army was on the
slope and you fell right in front of them!”

bronzed youths, replaced
by two dignified, silverhaired gentlemen whose
twinkling eyes remained
unchanged. We drank and
ate and giggled and after
three hours, Jürg put his
arm around me and said,
“I don’t remember everything about you.”
I learned he sold the
sports store where he’d
been working when we
met, had moved to Greece,
got married, had two kids,
divorced, and now has a
French-speaking girlfriend
who was out of town.
“I used to have muscles,
a tan, blond hair,” Jürg recalled. “You can’t be like
that forever.”
As the afternoon progressed, my old friends became more familiar. Gone
was my lack of recognition
and, instead, it felt as
though only a few years

The best way to get
around Switzerland is
with a Swiss Pass that includes rail, bus and boat
travel as well as many
other discounts. Arriving
by air, it’s a simple trolley
push from the baggage
carousel to frequent trains
that deposit you at the
main station in Zurich and
easy rail connections to
the rest of the country
(raileurope.ca).
Sleeps Travellers (among
them, Mark Twain) have
been catching z’s at Interlaken’s Victoria-Jungfrau
since 1865, and for good
reason. The stylish hotel
facing a tree-lined boulevard at the foot of the
Jungfrau massif has chic
rooms and gourmet restos. When I discovered its
Sensai Select Spa was the
only one in the world (the

had passed. That is, until
Hans shared his story.
He had joined the International Committee of
the Red Cross and travelled to Uganda where, by
a twist of fate, he ended
up leading thousands of
Ugandan refugees out of
Sudan. “It was the greatest
moment, the best thing I
ever did under very challenging conditions.”
Enduring what seemed
like an eternity in war
zones, he decided to head
home. “People were being
shot around me. On several
occasions, child soldiers
held guns to my forehead.
I knew soon I would be
dead. I always did crazy
things but how often could
I be lucky?” He returned to
Münsingen, as had Jürg.
With the sun setting
and six hours of catching
up behind us, it was time

No one should leave
the country without indulging in an evening of
raclette. For an authentic
version, try Restaurant
Laterne in Interlaken (restaurant-laterne.ch).
Must-sees Jungfraujoch
One hundred years ago,
engineers built a cogwheel railway through
rock to is the highest station in Europe, Jungfraujoch, with its 360-degree
views over the largest glacier in the Alps. It’s a long
trek to the top in molasses-slow trains crammed
with camera-clicking tourists. But emerging from
the elevator onto the
viewing platform is a
once-in-a-lifetime
experience as the wind
(occasionally more than
250 km per hour) tears at
clothing, the temperature
hovers around
freezing and people
scatter to peer out
at this miracle of
nature.
Harder Kulm The
funicular railway
that ascends to
Harder Kulm is in the middle of Interlaken. It was
my first outing and, like a
kid in a candy shop, I
darted from window to
window, trying to soak in
every scene. When the
doors opened, I was first
to race along a narrow
path that leads to one of
the most stupendous vistas I have ever seen overlooking Interlaken, with its
turquoise lakes and the
trinity of the Eiger, Mönch
and Jungfrau mountains.
Schynige Platte One of
the oldest track railways
in the Alps chugs from
Wilderswilup to Schynige
Platte, where hundreds of
species bloom in the Botanical Alpine Garden.
The restaurant serves excellent hot chocolate
(myswitzerland.com).
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+
hotel also has an ESPA
spa), I signed up for an
anti-aging facial. The icing
on the masque was the
esthetician’s suggestion
that she apply my makeup. I’ve learned when a
flawlessly beautiful woman offers to do this, you
say yes. When I opened
my eyes, I swear I had lost
a decade (victoria-jungfrau.ch).
Eats The Hotel Alpenblick in Wilderswil is a
charming mountain enclave straight out of a
fairy tale. From my window table, I watched the
sunset turn the sky pink
over the Eiger and paint
the cows a rosy tinge
while I tucked into chef
Richard Stöckli’s renowned crunchy golden
rösti (hotel-alpenblick.ch).
Web throw goes here

to leave. As I put on my
jacket, Jürg took me by the
shoulders and asked, “Why
didn’t you look for us before now?” It was a tough
question without a satisfying answer. I turned the
tables. “Why didn’t you
search for me?”
“I was afraid of you 33
years ago and still am,” Jürg
teased as I was leaving.
“But never mind, I continue to admire you.”

The next morning,
after a three-hour
drive through postcard-worthy scenery
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and with my head spinning
from the day before, I arrived at the rescue base in
Erstfeld. With no one in
sight, I quietly entered the
building and followed the
sound of voices to a room
packed with electronic
equipment. I spotted
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Markus’s back, slowly approached
and gingerly whispered his name.
“Jill!”
He leapt up and embraced me with
one of those hugs that erase everything. Then we shook our heads and
beamed wide, silly grins. “How are
you?” he asked. “What are you doing
here? I can’t believe it — how long
has it been? How old are you now?”
Since I’d discovered on Facebook
he was a good decade younger, a fact
that had previously escaped me, I
certainly wasn’t going to reveal my
age at this juncture. “Let’s save that
for dinner,” I replied. “Show me what
you do here.”
He squired me outside to where a
shiny red chopper sat like a reigning
monarch, with an impenetrable alpine kingdom rising around it. I
learned he pilots these babies to
high-altitude accidents with a doctor
and a paramedic on board. Markus
wouldn’t say much about how difficult the situations can be but confided he seldom looks back en route to
the hospital. I asked if I could try on
his helmet. “I don’t know if it will
fit,” he said, chortling. “You may have
a smaller head but a bigger brain.”
“I’ll never forget,” he continued,
“when we were skiing down the
trails with huge knapsacks. One time,
I was waiting and you sped by me. A
huge group from the Swiss army was
on the slope and you fell right in
front of them!”
That was all I needed. The past
images of us popped up in rapid succession and I laughed out loud, as I
had then. “Do you remember how I
would fall backwards and not be able
to get up because the packs were so
heavy? I was like a bug with its legs
waving in the air. You’d always come
and rescue me.”
“Yes, I remember. But you were a
good skier. Do you keep skiing...?”
“Not so much, but since I arrived
back in the mountains, I’ve had such
a strong connection with the landscape. It’s as though something was
missing and I’ve found it again.”
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Dining that night with Markus
and his girlfriend I realized I would
have liked a private moment to apologize for my youthful immaturity
and insensitivity, but it wasn’t to be.
The next morning, Flavia picked me
up in their van crammed with climbing gear and drove to the train station. I had bought a new pair of
walking sticks only to realize they
wouldn’t fit into my luggage.
“Will you keep these until I come
back and we go hiking together?”
I asked.
“They’ll be here waiting,” she
smiled.

SIDEBAR
OVERMATTER

I knew I’d need time to
decompress following my
extraordinary encounters,

to reaffirm I still had my own relationship with the country. So I
decided to stay at the VictoriaJungfrau, a 19th-century jewel in
the Swiss hotel crown. The Interlaken icon was grander than I
imagined. Yet despite its regal comportment, the staff was down to
earth and accommodating, which
helped me to relax.
Sunshine followed me the next
morning as I sauntered to the railway station, feeling like the classic
Swiss miss with my hiking boots, red
anorak and natty scarf. There was
no way I was going to forgo a hike on
the Eiger Trail. When I got off the
train, I glimpsed the path weaving a
fine thread across a vertiginous
slope. Overhead, the infamous north
face cast a portentous shadow.
As I hiked under a cloudless sky, I
spotted a red train snaking through
pastures dotted with purple crown
thistle and white edelweiss. Along
the way, I stopped to fill my water
bottle in a glacial stream that was
milky with silt. Pure oxygen expanded my lungs and I felt as though I was
being cleansed from the inside out.
I balanced my camera on some
rocks, scurried down the trail before
the shutter opened, then strode back.
I wanted to capture an image of myself once again in the mountains,
solo, breathing in everything about
the Switzerland I adore. M
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